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Exam #2 (100 Points Total)

• The space provided below each question should be sufficient for your an-
swer. If you need additional space, ask for additional paper.

• You are allowed to use a calculator, but only the basic functions. Use
of advanced formulas (e.g., if your calculator does present value) or of
material that you have programmed into your calculator is not allowed
and will be considered cheating.

• You are encouraged to show your work for partial credit. It is very difficult
to give partial credit if the only thing on your page is “x = 3”.

• Expected value is given by summing likelihood times value over all pos-
sible outcomes:

Expected Value =
∑

Outcomes i

Probability(i) · Value(i).

• A Pareto efficient (or Pareto optimal) allocation or outcome is one
in which it is not possible find a different allocation or outcome in which
nobody is worse off and at least one person is better off. An allocation
or outcome B is a Pareto improvement over A if nobody is worse off
with B than with A and at least one person is better off.

• A (strictly) dominant strategy is a strategy which yields higher payoffs
than any other strategy regardless of the other players’ strategies. A
(strictly) dominated strategy is a strategy that yields lower payoffs
than some other strategy regardless of the other player’s strategy.

• A Nash equilibrium occurs when the strategies of the various players
are best responses to each other. Equivalently but in other words: given
the strategies of the other players, you are acting optimally; and given
your strategy, your opponents are acting optimally. Equivalently again:
No player can gain by deviating alone, i.e., by changing his or her strategy
single-handedly.

• In an ascending price auction, the price starts out at a low value and
the bidders raise each other’s bids until nobody else wants to bid. In a
descending price auction, the price starts out at a high value and the
auctioneer lowers it until somebody calls out, “Mine.” In a first-price

sealed-bid auction, the bidders submit bids in sealed envelopes; the
bidder with the highest bid wins, and pays an amount equal to his or her
bid (i.e., the highest bid). In a second-price sealed-bid auction, the
bidders submit bids in sealed envelopes; the bidder with the highest bid
wins, but pays an amount equal to the second-highest bid.


